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Trait anxiety has been associated with altered activity within corticolimbic pathways connecting the amygdala and rostral anterior
cingulate cortex (rACC), which receive rich dopaminergic input. Though the popular culture uses the term “chemical imbalance” to
describe the pathophysiology of psychiatric conditions such as anxiety disorders, we know little about how individual differences in
human dopamine neurochemistry are related to variation in anxiety and activity within corticolimbic circuits. We addressed this issue by
examining interindividual variability in dopamine release at rest using [ 11C]raclopride positron emission tomography (PET), functional
connectivity between amygdala and rACC using resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and trait anxiety measures
in healthy adult male and female humans. To measure endogenous dopamine release, we collected two [ 11C]raclopride PET scans per
participant. We contrasted baseline [ 11C]raclopride D2/3 receptor binding and D2/3 receptor binding following oral methylphenidate
administration. Methylphenidate blocks the dopamine transporter, which increases extracellular dopamine and leads to reduced
[ 11C]raclopride D2/3 receptor binding via competitive displacement. We found that individuals with higher dopamine release in the
amygdala and rACC self-reported lower trait anxiety. Lower trait anxiety was also associated with reduced rACC–amygdala functional
connectivity at baseline. Further, functional connectivity showed a modest negative relationship with dopamine release such that re-
duced rACC–amygdala functional connectivity was accompanied by higher levels of dopamine release in these regions. Together, these
findings contribute to hypodopaminergic models of anxiety and support the utility of combining fMRI and PET measures of neurochem-
ical function to advance our understanding of basic affective processes in humans.
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Introduction
Pharmacological interventions for anxiety primarily target sero-
tonergic and GABAergic neurotransmitter systems. However,

early lines of research emphasized a role of dopamine in the
pathophysiology of anxiety (Taylor et al., 1982), which recently
have been reinvigorated (Kienast et al., 2008a; Dedic et al., 2018).
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Significance Statement

It is common wisdom that individuals vary in their baseline levels of anxiety. We all have a friend or colleague we know to be more
“tightly wound” than others, or, perhaps, we are the ones marveling at others’ ability to “just go with the flow.” Although such
observations about individual differences within nonclinical populations are commonplace, the neural mechanisms underlying
normal variation in trait anxiety have not been established. Using multimodal brain imaging in humans, this study takes initial
steps in linking intrinsic measures of neuromodulator release and functional connectivity within regions implicated in anxiety
disorders. Our findings suggest that in healthy adults, higher levels of trait anxiety may arise, at least in part, from reduced
dopamine neurotransmission.
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regulation to probe the neural substrates of this individual
difference.

Studies of patients with anxiety disorders, post-traumatic
stress disorder, and depression provide a foundation for our un-
derstanding of the neural underpinnings of anxiety in humans.
These studies have been integral in placing dysregulated amygdala
activity at the center of anxiety models (Davidson, 2002; Shin and
Liberzon, 2010; Fonzo and Etkin, 2017). What factors cause or
ameliorate aberrant amygdala activity are a focus of active re-
search. However, it is clear that functional connections with pre-
frontal cortex (PFC) enhance and dampen amygdala activity
(Rosenkranz and Grace, 2002; Bissière et al., 2008). Rostral ante-
rior cingulate cortex (rACC), and particularly its subgenual por-
tion, is a primary regulator of amygdala activity (Etkin et al.,
2006). Supporting this view, rACC–amygdala functional connec-
tivity at rest (Prater et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2014) and during
task performance (Prater et al., 2013; Stevens et al., 2013) reliably
distinguishes people with anxiety disorders from controls. In-
deed, reverse-inference search of the NeuroSynth database
(Yarkoni et al., 2011) finds rACC, in addition to amygdala, as the
region most strongly associated with the term “anxiety.”

Accumulating evidence links amygdala and PFC dopamine
with both anxiety and modulation of functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI) activity within these regions. Reduction in
dopamine release in rodent medial PFC increases behavioral
measures of anxiety (Refojo et al., 2011; Dedic et al., 2018). More
generally, a link between dopamine and anxiety is suggested by
the high prevalence of anxiety in Parkinson’s disease (Walsh and
Bennett, 2001), in which there is decline in dopaminergic input to
the amygdala and PFC (Javoy-Agid and Agid, 1980; Ouchi et al.,
1999) that accompanies losses of striatal terminals. Though these
observations support hypodopaminergic accounts of anxiety,
there is also evidence that hyperdopaminergic states produce el-
evated anxiety. High doses of amphetamines and cocaine, which
increase extracellular dopamine, are anxiogenic (Angrist and
Gershon, 1970; Volkow et al., 1994; David et al., 2001), and alter
activation in rACC and amygdala (Hariri et al., 2002; Moeller et
al., 2014). Indeed, [ 18F]fluoro-L-DOPA imaging in healthy hu-
mans has revealed positive relationships between dopamine stor-
age capacity in the amygdala and task-evoked activation in
corticolimbic regions associated with emotional regulation (Kie-
nast et al., 2008a). Although together these studies reveal associ-
ations between dopamine function, corticolimbic activity, and
anxiety, it remains unclear to what extent these relationships exist
in healthy populations and, if present, whether reduced or ele-
vated levels of endogenous release are associated with greater
anxiety.

To address this gap, we used [ 11C]raclopride to measure
spontaneous dopamine release in vivo. [ 11C]raclopride, a weak
competitive D2/3 receptor antagonist, is the most commonly
used positron emission tomography (PET) tracer for quantifying
dopamine release in humans. We compared baseline signal [non-
displaceable binding potential (BPND)] with BPND following oral
methylphenidate. Studies combining PET with microdialysis
have validated pharmacologically-paired [ 11C]raclopride imag-
ing methods for quantifying dopamine release (Breier et al., 1997;
Endres et al., 1997; Tsukada et al., 1999). Whereas the relatively
low affinity of [ 11C]raclopride for D2/3 receptors underlies its
utility for quantifying dopamine release through competitive dis-
placement, its low affinity limits signal in regions with diffuse
receptor expression. In humans, D2 receptor density is low in
PFC, moderate in amygdala, and highest in striatum (Kessler et
al., 1993). However, despite diffuse PFC receptors, [ 11C]raclo-

pride test-retest in ACC demonstrates high reliability (intraclass
correlation � 0.84) following 5 weeks, comparable to reliability
in striatum (0.82– 0.83; Alakurtti et al., 2015). Using [ 11C]raclo-
pride, this study takes initial steps to describe relationships be-
tween individual differences in neurochemistry, correlated fMRI
activity, and normal variation in trait anxiety.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Thirty participants (18 –25 years old, M � 21.50, SD � 2.08, 20 female,
17 Asian, 7 White, 2 Black or African American, 2 Latino, 1 �1 race) are
included in the current analyses. Participants did not have a history of
neurological, psychological or psychiatric disorder, and did not smoke or
take medication that affects cognition. The Institutional Review Boards
at the University of California, Berkeley, and Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory approved the study. All participants provided written con-
sent and received monetary compensation.

Participants were recruited as part of a larger study examining rela-
tionships between dopamine function and cognitive control. The Trait
component of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger et al.,
1983) was included in this study protocol, with a secondary aim of eval-
uating a role of dopamine function in trait anxiety. Before enrollment,
participants underwent medical screening and physical examination by a
medical doctor or nurse practitioner. Exclusion criteria included con-
sumption of �7 alcoholic drinks per week, and use of psychoactive
drugs within 2 weeks of enrollment or 10 times in the past year. Addi-
tionally, we tested drug and alcohol use via urine drug screening and
alcohol breath test before enrollment. No participant tested positive for
any psychoactive drug, and alcohol breath test confirmed alcohol con-
centration �0.05%. Before the PET sessions, participants underwent
additional screening for self-reported drug use including screening for
methylphenidate, dexmethylphenidate, dextroamphetamine, lisdexam-
fetamine, amphetamine, and methamphetamine.

Each participant completed fMRI sessions on separate days following
the administration of placebo or drug using a double-blind study design.
The present analysis uses resting-state data for only the placebo condi-
tion. STAI, fMRI, and PET sessions were performed within 9 months of
one another for each participant (STAI and fMRI: M � 57 d apart, SD �
36, range: 14 –170; STAI and PET: M � 119 d apart, SD � 59, range:
43–269; fMRI and PET: M � 62 d apart, SD � 54, range: 7–231). Five
additional participants were excluded because of insufficient fMRI data
quality, incomplete STAI, STAI �2 SD above the mean, or selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitor use that was initiated after enrollment but
disclosed during subsequent screening.

Experimental design
Trait anxiety, resting-state fMRI functional connectivity, and dopamine
release were collected for each participant. Specific methods for data
collection and analysis are detailed the following subsections.

Trait anxiety. We measured self-reported anxiety using the Trait com-
ponent of the STAI (Spielberger et al., 1983). Participants responded to
20 statements regarding their typical anxiety (e.g., “I feel that difficulties
are piling up so that I cannot overcome them”). Participants rated the
extent to which each statement reflected their typical feelings (1 � almost
never, 2 � sometimes, 3 � often, 4 � almost always). STAI was collected
during a separate neuropsychological testing session that occurred before
imaging sessions. Though the time delay between sessions potentially
interfered with the detection of relationships between trait anxiety and
neural measures, trait anxiety measures generally show good test-retest
reliability even after 2 years (Usala and Hertzog, 1991). In college-age
students, Spielberger trait anxiety shows high reliability in college males
and females tested up to 104 d (r � 0.73– 0.77) that surpasses stability of
state measures (r � 0.31– 0.33; Spielberger et al., 1983).

Structural MRI. T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid gradient
echo (MPRAGE) scans [repetition time (TR) � 2300 ms; echo time
(TE) � 2.98 ms; flip angle (FA) � 9°; matrix � 240 � 256; field-of-view
(FOV) � 256; sagittal plane; voxel � 1 � 1 � 1 mm; 160 slices] were
acquired using a Siemens 3T Trio Tim scanner with a 12-channel coil.
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MPRAGE scans were segmented using FreeSurfer v5.1 (http://surfer.
nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/).

Regions-of-interest. Regions-of-interest (ROIs) for the bilateral
amygdala and rACC were defined using individual subjects’ FreeSurfer
segmentations, and were used to probe relationships between dopamine
release, functional connectivity, and trait anxiety. The entire rACC
(rather than strictly the subgenual portion of rACC) and the entire
amygdala (rather than strictly the basolateral portion of the amygdala)
were used as ROIs because of considerations related to the relatively
low binding of [ 11C]raclopride outside of striatum and PET spatial
resolution.

For dopamine release, primary analyses were conducted using a com-
posite ROI that comprised both bilateral amygdala and rACC. The com-
posite ROI was used to increase statistical power, because we did not have
specific hypotheses that dopamine release in amygdala or rACC would be
differentially related to anxiety or functional connectivity. However, we
also report correlation analyses for these regions independently so that
the reader can assess the consistency of results. Parallel control analyses
were conducted using a bilateral occipital cortex ROI also derived from
individual participants’ FreeSurfer segmentations. We did not predict
relationships between trait anxiety and dopamine release or functional
connectivity in this region.

The central aim of this study was to examine dopamine release in
amygdala and rACC because of the exceptionally consistent literature
implicating these structures in anxiety. However, we recognize that read-
ers may be interested in comprehensive reporting of relationships be-
tween anxiety and dopamine release in subregions of the striatum as well
as hippocampus (for links between hippocampus and approach-
avoidance behavior, see Gray and McNaughton, 2000; Bach et al., 2014;
O’Neil et al., 2015; Loh et al., 2017). Analyses testing relationships be-
tween trait anxiety and dopamine release in these alternative ROIs are
additionally reported here. Analyses involving resting-state fMRI con-
nectivity between amygdala and these alternative ROIs can be accessed at:
https://doi.org/10.6078/D1JM3K. Hippocampus ROIs were derived
from individual participants’ FreeSurfer segmentations. ROIs in dorsal
caudate nucleus (DCA), dorsal putamen (DPUT), and ventral striatum
(VST) were manually segmented and drawn on each participant’s T1
MPRAGE as previously described (Mawlawi et al., 2001). Inter-rater
reliability was high for manually drawn striatal subregions. For ROIs of
five participants drawn by three raters, the Sorensen–Dice coefficient
ranged from 0.80 to 0.89.

[11C]raclopride PET acquisition. The PET tracer [ 11C]raclopride is a
weak competitive D2/3 receptor antagonist whose signal is sensitive to
the concentration of synaptic dopamine; when synaptic dopamine in-
creases, radioligand signal decreases (Endres et al., 1997). To estimate
dopamine release during rest, we collected two PET scans per subject and
compared baseline [ 11C]raclopride signal (BPND) with [ 11C]raclopride
BPND following oral methylphenidate administration. Methylphenidate
blocks the dopamine transporter (Kuczenski and Segal, 1997), increasing
synaptic dopamine concentration (Berry et al., 2018a, their Fig. 1d).
Because methylphenidate blocks dopamine uptake rather than stimulat-
ing dopamine release (as is the case for amphetamine), this method
allows for quantification of the amount of intrinsic dopamine release.
Support for this interpretation is provided by Volkow et al. (2002) who
showed that individual differences in the extent of methylphenidate block-
ade of the dopamine transporter does not explain interindividual variability
in the magnitude of [ 11C]raclopride signal reduction following methyl-
phenidate. These findings are consistent with the view that individual
differences in [ 11C]raclopride binding arise from differences in the ac-
tivity of dopamine-releasing neurons rather than differences in trans-
porter blockade. Therefore, individuals with low dopaminergic neuronal
activity would have smaller increases in synaptic dopamine concentra-
tions relative to individuals with high activity. Here, participants under-
went PET scanning under passive conditions and were not actively
engaged in a cognitive task. This measure of spontaneous, intrinsic do-
pamine release mirrors conditions during which intrinsic fMRI func-
tional connectivity measures were acquired.

[ 11C]raclopride was synthesized at Lawrence Berkeley National Labo-
ratory. To measure baseline D2/3 receptor occupancy, participants in-

gested a placebo pill �1 h before [ 11C]raclopride Scan 1. Consistent with
previous protocols, the placebo scan was always performed first (Volkow
et al., 1994). Therefore, while the research participant was blind to the
PET drug condition, the experimenter was not. To measure dopamine
release, participants ingested 30 mg (M � SD mg/kg: 0.47 � 0.07) of
methylphenidate �1 h before [ 11C]raclopride Scan 2. Our pilot testing
determined that the 30 mg pill produced a percentage reduction in
[ 11C]raclopride signal in striatum within the range of signal reduction in
[ 11C]raclopride BPND associated with cognitive task performance: 5.3–
10.2% (Monchi et al., 2006; Jonasson et al., 2014). Scans were conducted
on the same day, 2 h apart. For both acquisitions, participants were
injected with �10 mCi of [ 11C]raclopride as a bolus in an antecubital
vein. Specific activity (SA) and dose were not different for [ 11C]raclo-
pride Scan 1 (M � SD; SA � 5184.77 � 1257.64 Ci/mmol, dose � 9.84 �
0.08 mCi) and [ 11C]raclopride Scan 2 (SA � 5159.37 � 1569.81 Ci/
mmol, dose � 9.84 � 0.09 mCi) as assessed by paired t tests (SA: t(29) �
0.11, p � 0.91; dose: t(29) � 0.15, p � 0.88). Dynamic acquisition data
were obtained in 3D list mode over 60 min and binned as 19 frames total:
5 � 1, 3 � 2, 3 � 3, and 8 � 5 min. Data were reconstructed using an
ordered subset expectation maximization algorithm with weighted at-
tenuation, corrected for scatter, and smoothed with a 4 mm full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) kernel.

PET preprocessing and data analysis. PET data were preprocessed using
SPM8 software (Friston et al., 2007). To correct for motion between
frames, images were realigned to the middle frame. The first five images
were summed before realignment to improve realignment accuracy, as
these early images have relatively low signal contrast. Structural images
were coregistered to PET images using the mean image of frames corre-
sponding to the first 20 min of acquisition as a target.

Graphical analysis was performed using a basis function version of the
simplified reference tissue model analysis (SRTM; Gunn et al., 1997) with
posterior cerebellar gray matter used as the reference region. Cerebellar
gray matter was used as the reference region because this region shows
very little tracer uptake, and has an extremely low density of dopamine
receptors and metabolites relative to striatum (Hall et al., 1994). The
most anterior 1⁄4 of cerebellar gray was removed from the reference re-
gion to limit contamination of signal from the substantia nigra and ven-
tral tegmental area. Exclusion of the anterior portion of the cerebellar
gray has been reported previously (Dang et al., 2017), and was performed
by manually removing the anterior 1⁄4 of coronal slices from individual
participants’ native space cerebellar gray FreeSurfer segmentation using
Mango software (http://ric.uthscsa.edu/mango/). Cerebellar [ 11C]raclo-
pride signal is not altered following oral methylphenidate administration
(Volkow et al., 2002; Berry et al., 2018b).

The time-activity curve of the brain region of interest is described
relative to the reference region. This analysis assumes the reference re-
gion has no specific binding and that both regions have the same level of
non-displaceable binding. The SRTM analysis was performed using in-
house software and MATLAB v8.2. SRTM analysis was used to determine
BPND, which can be defined as follows:

BPND � fND � Bavail/KD,

where Bavail is the concentration of D2/3 receptors, KD is the inverse of
the affinity of the radiotracer for D2/3 receptors, and fND is the free
fraction of the ligand in the non-displaceable tissue compartment. A
BPND voxelwise map was generated for each participant for each [ 11C]ra-
clopride scan. [ 11C]raclopride BPND was measured for each ROI for
Scans 1 and 2 (average of voxels within ROIs) and compared using paired
t tests with effect size calculated using dz. We confirmed that calculating
BPND on a voxel-level basis generated similar results to BPND calculated
on a ROI-level basis, and did not affect our main conclusions. Cron-
bach’s � for voxel-level and ROI-level BPND ranged from 0.94 to 0.96 for
composite, amygdala and rACC ROIs (SPSS v25). Endogenous dopa-
mine release was calculated as the percentage change in BPND from Scan
1 to Scan 2 [(placebo [ 11C]raclopride–methylphenidate [ 11C]raclo-
pride)/placebo [ 11C]raclopride].

fMRI data acquisition. Functional images were acquired using T2*-
weighted echo planar imaging (EPI) with 36 interleaved slices (TR � 2 s,
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TE � 24 ms, FA � 65°, matrix � 64 � 64, FOV � 192 mm; 180 volumes;
axial; voxels � 3 � 3 � 3 mm). Two dummy scans were acquired before
acquisition. During resting-state fMRI acquisition, a white fixation cross
on a black background was displayed in the center of the screen. Partic-
ipants were asked to remain awake with their eyes open and focused on
the cross.

Participants were administered a placebo pill before the fMRI. To test
the possible influence of drug expectancy effects on fMRI data, partici-
pants filled out visual analog scales indicating the relative presence or
absence of the following anxiety, mood and physical states: anxious,
happy, sad, nauseous, drowsy, jittery, fatigued, and dizzy. The scales were
administered at four time points (before placebo administration, before
the fMRI, immediately after the fMRI, and at the end of the experimental
session before going home). At the end of the fMRI session, participants
were asked to guess whether they had completed a placebo or a drug
session.

fMRI preprocessing and data analysis. Anatomical images and Free-
Surfer segmentations were coregistered to each session’s EPI data and
nonlinearly warped to the MNI152 template using Analysis and Visual-
ization of Functional Magnetic Resonance Neuroimages (AFNI) soft-
ware (https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/). These segmentations were used to
derive the white matter, gray matter, and lateral ventricle masks used
during fMRI preprocessing, as well as to generate seed regions for the
functional connectivity analyses.

Preprocessing was performed with AFNI software. The first three
functional volumes were excluded to ensure steady-state magnetization.
Raw time series data were despiked with the AFNI program 3dDespike.
Images were then corrected for differences in slice acquisition timing
using quintic interpolation. Volume registration to the functional vol-
ume with the lowest computed signal outlier fraction and nonlinear
spatial warping to the MNI template were applied in a single step to limit
instances of data interpolation. Removal of nuisance signals, volume
censoring (“scrubbing”), and bandpass filtering (0.01 Hz � f � 0.1 Hz)
were performed in a single linear regression using AFNI’s 3dTproject
function. Nuisance signals included six motion parameters derived from
volume registration along with their first-order derivatives, local white
matter signal, time series associated with three principal components of
lateral ventricle signal (aCompCor), and 0th-third order polynomial
trends. Framewise motion was calculated as the derivative of the Euclid-
ian norm of the 6 motion parameters calculated from volume registra-
tion. Motion scrubbing was performed as follows. Volumes with �0.3
mm motion were censored along with the volumes that immediately
preceded them. Volumes were also flagged as contaminated when �15%
of voxels within the brain were temporal outliers, as defined by the AFNI
program 3dToutcount. Across all subjects, the combination of these
masks censored 4.23 � 8.54 frames per subject (range 0 –35). Residual
data were smoothed with a 5 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel within an
anatomically-defined gray matter mask to avoid blurring with adjacent
white matter and CSF.

Functional connectivity was measured using z-transformed Pearson
correlation coefficients between bilateral amygdala and bilateral rACC
(ROI-to-ROI analysis). Control analyses were conducted using ROI-to-
ROI functional connectivity between bilateral amygdala and bilateral
occipital cortex. Group-level voxelwise functional connectivity maps
were generated for visualization purposes and exploratory analyses
with bilateral amygdala as the seed region (details reported in Statis-
tical analyses).

Statistical analyses
Primary statistical analyses tested correlations among STAI, dopamine
release (bilateral amygdala and rACC composite ROI), and amygdala–
rACC functional connectivity (ROI-to-ROI connectivity). Additional
analyses tested correlations between dopamine release and STAI for oc-
cipital cortex, striatal subregions, and hippocampus. We obtained
skipped Pearson correlation coefficients using the Robust Correlation
Toolbox in MATLAB (Pernet et al., 2012) to limit the influence of outli-
ers and data heteroscedasticity. Correlations were considered significant
if the 95% confidence interval (CI) did not include zero. Shapiro–Wilk
testing confirmed variables were normally distributed (all W � 0.96).

When relevant, we report tests of equality of two correlations
(http://quantpsy.org).

We report results from exploratory voxelwise analyses of resting-state
data. The thresholding for the group map was performed using an initial
cluster forming threshold of p � 0.001. An additional minimum cluster
extent threshold was applied using 3DClustSim in AFNI (https://afni.
nimh.nih.gov/; cluster level threshold p � 0.05, k � 633). AFNI’s
3dFWHMx was applied to group-level � maps to estimate the spatial
autocorrelation using a mixed-model function. This extent thresholding
method accounts for spatial correlations of voxels and does not make
assumptions about data distribution and smoothness. Further, we con-
ducted exploratory voxelwise regression analyses in SPM12. Individual
functional connectivity maps were submitted to two second-level regres-
sion analyses with trait anxiety and amygdala dopamine release entered
as a regressor.

Results
Trait anxiety
Mean trait anxiety was 35.30 � 6.91 (range 22–50). In our sam-
ple, we found no evidence of differences in trait anxiety between
male and female participants (independent t test: t(28) � 1, p �
0.58), and no evidence of differences in trait anxiety between
Asian and non-Asian participants [independent t test between
Asian (n � 17) vs the rest of the sample (n � 13) t(28) � 1, p �
0.87]. As such, correlation analyses were performed across all
participants to preserve power.

Dopamine release
Methylphenidate reduced [ 11C]raclopride BPND relative to pla-
cebo (composite ROI: paired t(29) � 2.26, p � 0.03, dz � 0.38; Fig.
1). Percentage change in BPND was 2.29 � 5.64 (M � SD) in the
composite ROI, 2.10 � 5.63 in amygdala, and 2.10 � 8.87 in
rACC. We did not detect changes in [ 11C]raclopride BPND fol-
lowing methylphenidate in hippocampus (percentage change
�0.60%), but found robust changes in striatum (7–10%). For
completeness, we report BPND values and statistics for all bilateral
ROIs, as well as right and left hemispheres separately (Table 1).
Left amygdala showed decreases in [ 11C]raclopride BPND follow-
ing methylphenidate (paired t(29) � 2.84, p � 0.01, dz � 0.48),
which were absent in right amygdala (paired t(29) � 1, dz � 0.10).
As we did not have a priori hypotheses about laterality effects,
functional connectivity and correlation analyses were conducted
using bilateral ROIs. Hemisphere-specific analyses can be ac-
cessed at https://doi.org/10.6078/D1JM3K.

Although there is a precedent in the literature for interpreting
[ 11C]raclopride BPND outside of the striatum (Atzil et al., 2017;
Lövdén et al., 2018) as well as interpreting dopamine release out-
side the striatum (Piccini et al., 2003; Sawamoto et al., 2008;
Stokes et al., 2010; Volkow et al., 2014; Thanarajah et al., 2018),
there are potential concerns that extra-striatal [ 11C]raclopride
binding has a low signal-to-noise ratio to the extent that it pre-
cludes the valid measurement of D2/3 receptor binding and re-
lease in amygdala and rACC [but see Alakurtti et al., 2015 for
demonstration of high test–retest reliability for [ 11C]raclopride
in ACC (no reporting for amygdala)]. We therefore examined
changes in binding in occipital cortex, which has low dopamine
concentration (Brown et al., 1979; Camps et al., 1989) and would
be expected to show minimal BPND and dopamine release. Spe-
cifically, we sought to ensure that baseline BPND and dopamine
release measures in our extra-striatal ROIs surpassed measures
observed for occipital cortex. Baseline [ 11C]raclopride BPND (fol-
lowing placebo) was significantly lower in occipital cortex than in
amygdala, rACC, and hippocampus (composite: t(29) � 21.68,
p � 0.001, dz � 4.05; amygdala: t(29) � 22.18, p � 0.001, dz �
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2.98; rACC: t(29) � 16.35, p � 0.001, dz � 3.82; hippocampus:
t(29) � 16.51, p � 0.001, dz � 3.01). In occipital cortex, there was
no significant change in [ 11C]raclopride BPND following methyl-
phenidate administration (paired t(29) � 1, p � 0.42, dz � 0.15;
percentage change in BPND � �1.99 � 8.71). Dopamine release
(percentage change in BPND) measured in bilateral amygdala and
rACC was significantly greater than dopamine release measured
in occipital cortex (composite: t(29) � 2.64, p � 0.01, dz � 0.48;
amygdala: t(29) � 2.26, p � 0.03, dz � 0.41; rACC: t(29) � 2.17,
p � 0.04, dz � 0.40). However, dopamine release was not signif-
icantly greater in hippocampus than in occipital cortex (t(29) �
1.53, p � 0.14, dz � 0.28). These results support the use of
[ 11C]raclopride-derived measures of dopamine release in rACC
and amygdala ROIs. Given concerns about low signal-to-noise in
regions with low D2/3 receptor density, we do not believe the
[ 11C]raclopride-derived hippocampal dopamine release mea-

sure should be interpreted. Baseline [ 11C]raclopride BPND was
significantly lower in hippocampus than amygdala (t(29) � 16.55,
p � 0.001, dz � 3.00) and rACC (t(29) � 2.58, p � 0.02,
dz � 0.48). We therefore do not report correlations with
[ 11C]raclopride-derived dopamine release measures in hip-
pocampus here.

Functional connectivity
Resting-state functional connectivity was acquired following pla-
cebo administration. Participants were blind to the treatment
condition, and, as a group, were not able to accurately guess the
treatment condition at the end of the experimental session (50%
accuracy). Resting-state analyses measured ROI-to-ROI func-
tional connectivity between amygdala and rACC [mean z-trans-
formed Pearson correlation (M � SD): 0.28�0.21]. There was
not a significant difference in rACC–amygdala functional con-

Figure 1. Dopamine release measured in amygdala, rACC, and occipital cortex. Dopamine release measures were derived for each participant by comparing [ 11C]raclopride BPND following
administration of placebo and following administration of methylphenidate (MPH). A–D, Box plots show variations in [ 11C]raclopride BPND for placebo and methylphenidate conditions in (A)
amygdala, (B) rACC, (C) the composite ROI comprising both amygdala and rACC (weight averaged by volume), and (D) occipital cortex where dopamine release was expected to be minimal (note
difference in scale). The line indicates the median, the box shows the interquartile range, and the whiskers are 1.5� the interquartile range. Data for individual participants is displayed in
accompanying scatterplots. Asterisks indicate significant difference between placebo and MPH conditions ( p � .05).

Table 1. 	11C
raclopride BPND in ROIs

	11C
raclopride BPND Paired t test

Placebo Methylphenidate Change, % t p dz

Composite ROI 0.362 � 0.035 0.354 � 0.038 2.29 2.26 0.03 0.38
Bilateral amygdala 0.408 � 0.043 0.399 � 0.046 2.10 2.08 0.05 0.38
R amygdala 0.400 � 0.044 0.397 � 0.049 0.67 0.59 0.56 0.10
L amygdala 0.417 � 0.046 0.403 � 0.047 3.20 2.64 0.01 0.48
Bilateral rACC 0.326 � 0.041 0.318 � 0.041 2.10 1.55 0.13 0.27
R rACC 0.332 � 0.043 0.324 � 0.045 1.75 1.13 0.27 0.20
L rACC 0.323 � 0.046 0.314 � 0.044 2.29 1.68 0.10 0.30
Bilateral occipital 0.191 � 0.038 0.194 � 0.036 �0.02 0.82 0.42 0.15
R occipital 0.195 � 0.039 0.201 � 0.038 �0.04 1.67 0.11 0.31
L occipital 0.188 � 0.042 0.187 � 0.038 0.00 0.33 0.75 0.06
Whole striatum 3.347 � 0.228 3.044 � 0.225 8.98 10.65 �0.001 2.63
Bilateral DCA 3.039 � 0.248 2.821 � 0.246 7.13 9.22 �0.001 1.70
R dorsal caudate 3.029 � 0.243 2.812 � 0.260 7.16 8.51 �0.001 1.58
L dorsal caudate 3.050 � 0.262 2.831 � 0.244 7.05 7.70 �0.001 1.42
Bilateral DPUT 3.867 � 0.276 3.471 � 0.305 10.15 8.98 �0.001 1.66
R dorsal putamen 3.875 � 0.275 3.478 � 0.312 10.18 8.78 �0.001 1.62
L dorsal putamen 3.859 � 0.282 3.465 � 0.303 10.12 9.11 �0.001 1.65
Bilateral VST 2.605 � 0.220 2.400 � 0.229 8.00 11.79 �0.001 2.07
R ventral striatum 2.541 � 0.224 2.335 � 0.221 8.04 10.37 �0.001 1.84
L ventral striatum 2.667 � 0.257 2.457 � 0.264 7.83 8.89 �0.001 1.63
Bilateral hippocampus 0.308 � 0.030 0.307 � 0.035 0.52 0.46 0.65 0.08
R hippocampus 0.302 � 0.028 0.303 � 0.035 �0.39 0.19 0.85 0.03
L hippocampus 0.314 � 0.037 0.310 � 0.039 0.97 0.77 0.45 0.14

BPND is reported as mean � SD. Composite ROI is comprised of bilateral amygdala and rACC. ROIs were structurally-defined from each participant’s anatomical FreeSurfer segmentation with the exception of striatal ROIs, which were
manually segmented. R, Right; L, left.
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nectivity for those who believed they were in the placebo condi-
tion versus those who believed they were in the drug condition
(independent t test: t(28) � 1). Across the experimental session,
self-reported anxiety measured with visual analog scale did not
correlate with rACC–amygdala functional connectivity (r range
�0.07 to 0.19), and did not differ between those who thought
they were in a drug versus placebo condition (independent t test:
t(28) � 1). Control analyses measured resting-state functional
connectivity between amygdala and occipital cortex (0.04 �
0.03). Exploratory voxelwise analysis confirmed that, on a group
level, amygdala showed significant functional connectivity with a
single cluster comprising frontal regions including rACC and
ventral medial PFC, limbic and temporal lobe regions including
insula and hippocampus, motor regions, and posterior cingulate/
precuneus (Fig. 2). The unthresholded voxelwise map is publicly
available at https://neurovault.org/collections/4666/.

Associations between trait anxiety and dopamine release
Primary analyses examined relationships between trait anxiety
and dopamine release in the composite rACC–amygdala ROI.
Trait anxiety was negatively associated with dopamine release
[composite ROI: r � �0.44 (�0.69, �0.15); Fig. 3A]. Anxiety
was not associated with dopamine release in occipital cortex [r �
�0.04 (�0.40, 0.33)]. These correlations were statistically differ-
ent from one another for a one-tailed significance test (z � 1.89,
p � 0.03) and were marginal for a two-tailed test (p � 0.06).
Exploratory post hoc analyses examined whether dopamine re-
lease in either amygdala or rACC was independently related to
trait anxiety, and revealed significant relationships in both
amygdala [r � �0.31 (�0.55, �0.05)] and rACC [r � �0.35
(�0.64, �0.04)] with no difference in the strength of these cor-
relations (z � 0.18, p � 0.86). To probe whether dopamine-
anxiety relationships were specific to dopamine release, we tested
whether placebo [ 11C]raclopride BPND was correlated with anx-
iety, and found no relationship [composite ROI: r � �0.08
(�0.43, 0.27)].

Because of potential interest in correlations between anxiety
and dopamine release in striatal subregions, we report those cor-
relations here. Trait anxiety was not correlated with dopamine

release in the whole striatum [r � �0.22 (�56, 0.16)], DPUT
[r � �0.16 (�0.52, 0.34)], or VST [r � �0.14 (�0.53, 0.27)], but
was correlated with dopamine release in DCA [r � �0.40 (�0.64,
�0.08)]. The direction of this relationship is consistent with
those found for amygdala and rACC such that lower dopamine
release was associated with higher trait anxiety.

Associations between trait anxiety and
functional connectivity
Trait anxiety was significantly related to rACC–amygdala func-
tional connectivity [a priori ROI-to-ROI analysis, r � 0.32 (0.03,
0.56); Fig. 3B]. We found no relationship between trait anxiety
and occipital–amygdala functional connectivity [r � 0.27
(�0.11, 0.59)]. These correlations were not statistically different
from one another (z � 0.29, two-tailed p � 0.77). Exploratory
voxelwise regression using trait anxiety as a predictor showed no
clusters that exceeded the 3dClustSim significance threshold.

Associations between dopamine release and
functional connectivity
Lower rACC–amygdala functional connectivity measured in the
a priori ROI-to-ROI analysis was associated with higher dopa-
mine release [composite ROI: r � �0.52 (�0.76, �0.17); Fig.
3C]. However, these results should be interpreted with caution as
the skipped Pearson robust regression method identified three
outlying data points in this analysis, which are shown in Figure
3C (gray). Exploratory post hoc analyses examined whether do-
pamine release in either amygdala or rACC was independently
related to rACC–amygdala functional connectivity. These analy-
ses demonstrated that the negative relationship was not driven by
dopamine release in either region individually, as correlations
were not significantly different (z � 0.44, p � 0.66), though did
not reach significance individually [amygdala; r � �0.22 (�0.59,
0.26); rACC; r � �0.32(�0.65, 0.05)]. For control analyses, oc-
cipital–amygdala functional connectivity was not associated with
dopamine release in occipital cortex (r � �0.16, (�0.50, 0.18)]
or dopamine release in a composite amygdala/occipital ROI [r �
�0.17 (�0.49, 0.20)].

Correlations for occipital-amygdala and rACC–amygdala
analyses were statistically different from one another for a one-
tailed significance test (z � 1.72, p � 0.04) and were marginal for
a two-tailed test (p � 0.08). To probe whether relationships were
specific to dopamine release, we tested whether placebo [ 11C]ra-
clopride BPND was correlated with rACC–amygdala functional
connectivity, and found no relationship [composite ROI: r �
�0.05 (�0.43, 0.27)]. Exploratory voxelwise regression analysis
using amygdala dopamine release as a predictor showed no clus-
ters that exceeded the 3dClustSim significance threshold.

Discussion
We demonstrate that normal variation in trait anxiety is associ-
ated with individual differences in dopamine release in amygdala
and rACC in humans. These findings support the view that vari-
ation in trait anxiety in nonclinical populations may arise, at least
in part, from individual differences in neurochemistry and activ-
ity within a corticolimbic rACC–amygdala network. Addition-
ally, we found preliminary evidence for relationships between
dopamine release and rACC–amygdala functional connectivity.
These results highlight the potential value of integrating PET
measures of neurotransmitter release with fMRI to understand
individual differences in functional connectivity in humans.

We found that higher trait anxiety was associated with higher
baseline rACC–amygdala functional connectivity measured with

Figure 2. Resting functional connectivity. The voxelwise resting-state functional connectiv-
ity map is displayed with bilateral amygdala used as the seed region. The scale bar indicates t
values. Significance thresholding revealed a single cluster that was comprised of prefrontal
cortex (including rACC and medial frontal gyrus), limbic regions (including parahippocampal
gyrus, hippocampus, and insula), and posterior regions (including motor, premotor, and pos-
terior cingulate cortices).
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resting-state fMRI. The direction of this relationship is consistent
with some previous studies (Baeken et al., 2014; Qin et al., 2014;
He et al., 2016), though others have reported negative relation-
ships (Coombs et al., 2014), and stronger negative correlations
between amygdala and rACC in higher anxiety individuals (Kim
et al., 2011). Future work is needed to understand the factors
underlying variability in the direction of findings, which may
include fMRI study design. In fMRI studies in which participants
are exposed to unpleasant or threatening stimuli, successful en-
gagement of rACC has been interpreted to reflect regulatory con-
trol mechanisms to suppress amygdala hyperactivity (Bishop,
2007). People with anxiety disorders often show diminished rACC–
amygdala correlated activity (Prater et al., 2013; Stevens et al.,
2013; Brown et al., 2014), and dampened activation in PFC when
attempting to engage emotional regulation strategies such as cog-
nitive reappraisal (for review, see Zilverstand et al., 2017). In the
present study, participants took an oral placebo before the fMRI,
but were blind to the treatment condition. It is possible that
participants with higher trait anxiety experienced greater unease
because of drug expectancy. In the healthy population studied
here, correlated rACC–amygdala activity in higher trait anxiety
subjects may simply reflect functional engagement of the system
when under mild duress. It is worth noting that such an explana-
tion is purely speculative, particularly given that we found no
evidence that self-reported “state” anxiety at any point during the
experimental session (visual analog scale) was related to rACC–
amygdala functional connectivity.

The positive relationship between dopamine release and trait
anxiety lends support for hypodopaminergic accounts of anxiety
(Taylor et al., 1982; Walsh and Bennett, 2001). The direction of

this relationship is consistent with observations in Parkinson’s
disease in which the prevalence of comorbid anxiety is estimated
to be as high as 40% (Richard et al., 1996), and often precedes the
onset of motor symptoms (Chaudhuri et al., 2006). Whereas
levodopa treatment has been successful in reducing anxiety
symptoms in patients (Maricle et al., 1995), dopaminergic ago-
nists and amphetamines can have anxiogenic effects in people
without severe dopaminergic depletion (Berman et al., 2009).
These effects are consistent with a Yerkes–Dodson relationship
such that augmentation of dopamine acts to reduce anxiety until
a tipping point after which higher levels elevate anxiety. Such
“overdose” effects of dopamine on cognition and brain activity
have been observed in animal models and humans (Vijayragha-
van et al., 2007; Dreher et al., 2008; Cools et al., 2009; Gjedde et
al., 2010; Berry et al., 2016). It is possible, however, that subtle
manipulations have therapeutic effects. The drug buspirone acts
as both a partial agonist for 5HT1A receptors and a weak antag-
onist for D2 autoreceptors, increasing dopamine release (Gobert
et al., 1999). The anxiolytic action of buspirone (Goldberg and
Finnerty, 1979) has largely been attributed to its serotonergic
action, with little systematic investigation of dopamine’s inde-
pendent or conjoint effects on anxiety.

Investigation of altered dopamine function in affective disor-
ders have largely focused on dopamine PET markers in striatum.
Together these studies offer mixed results (for review, see Savitz
and Drevets, 2013; Cervenka, 2019). Studies of patients with so-
cial anxiety disorders have demonstrated dopamine transporter
densities in whole striatum that are lower (Tiihonen et al., 1997),
higher (van der Wee et al., 2008), and not different (Schneier et
al., 2009) from controls. Similarly, there have been reports sug-

Figure 3. Interrelationships between dopamine release, trait anxiety, and functional connectivity. A, Dopamine release and trait anxiety showed a negative relationship [r � �0.44, CI �
(�0.69, �0.15)] such that people with greater dopamine release in the composite ROI (amygdala and rACC) had lower trait anxiety. The histogram of correlation values for bootstrapped data is
provided below. B, Functional connectivity measured between bilateral amygdala and rACC showed a positive relationship with trait anxiety [r � 0.32, CI � (0.03, 0.56)]. C, Functional connectivity
and dopamine release were negatively related [r � �0.52, CI � (�0.76, �0.17)] such that people with stronger connectivity showed lower dopamine release. Those subjects identified as
outlying data points in the skipped Pearson robust regression method are shown in gray.
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gesting reduced D2/3 receptor availability (whole striatum) in
patients with social anxiety (Schneier et al., 2000) and comorbid
obsessive-compulsive disorder (Schneier et al., 2008), though
these effects have not replicated in a larger sample (Schneier et al.,
2009). Deep-brain stimulation of the dopamine-rich nucleus ac-
cumbens can reduce anxiety symptoms in patients with anxiety
and obsessive-compulsive disorders (Sturm et al., 2003; Denys et
al., 2010), providing indirect evidence for dopaminergic mecha-
nisms of anxiety. Though examining relationships between stri-
atal dopamine release and anxiety was not a central aim, our data
suggested higher trait anxiety was associated with lower dopa-
mine release in DCA. These findings should be interpreted with
caution as they were not consistent for other striatal subregions,
particularly for VST, which includes nucleus accumbens and
whose association with limbic processes has been most clearly
established (Sharp, 2017). These findings in DCA may, however,
be a launching point for future hypothesis testing.

Our findings receive general support from studies associating
dopamine with corticolimbic responses to emotionally salient
stimuli in healthy populations (Hariri et al., 2002; Tessitore et al.,
2002; Takahashi et al., 2005; Kienast et al., 2008b; Blasi et al.,
2009; Lonsdorf et al., 2011; Atzil et al., 2017). For example, PET
measurement of dopamine storage capacity (Vd) revealed a cor-
relation between amygdala Vd and activation in both amygdala
and ACC (Kienast et al., 2008a). Similarly, individuals with a
genetic polymorphism that may increase dopamine transporter
expression (SLC6A3, 3� untranslated region 9-repeat), show ele-
vated amygdala reactivity (Bergman et al., 2014). These findings
may be consistent with hypodopaminergic accounts of anxiety,
given known positive relationships between amygdala reactivity
and anxiety (Bishop et al., 2004; Etkin et al., 2004). However,
relationships between storage capacity or genetically inferred dif-
ferences in transporter density and extracellular dopamine con-
centration have not been established.

This study is unique in the connection it revealed between two
functional brain measurements taken during task-absent base-
line conditions: fMRI functional connectivity and a PET neuro-
chemical measure reflecting dopamine release (for recent studies
examining relationships between fMRI functional connectivity
and static dopamine PET measures, see Nyberg et al., 2016; Berry
et al., 2018c; Rieckmann et al., 2018). Evidence of a negative
relationship between functional connectivity and dopamine re-
lease in humans is potentially of general interest. Although pre-
cise circuit structure is beyond the scope of the present study,
there are candidate mechanisms established in animal models by
which local increases in dopamine release may suppress activity
within corticolimbic circuits. For example, stimulation of ventral
tegmental area inputs to the amygdala inhibits activity of efferent
amygdala projections while attenuating the activity of medial
PFC inputs to the amygdala (Rosenkranz and Grace, 1999). This
offers a possible mechanism by which local increases in dopa-
mine release may suppress amygdala functional connectivity gen-
erally and rACC–amygdala functional connectivity specifically.

The present study has a number of limitations. First, fMRI and
PET data were acquired during separate sessions, which may have
interfered with the detection of consistent relationships between
dopamine release and rACC–amygdala functional connectivity
especially given the time delay between sessions. Future studies
using simultaneous fMRI and PET acquisition are warranted and
could extend our findings by using longer resting-state scans in
which dynamic changes in correlated fMRI activity, and poten-
tially receptor binding may be possible. This study is also limited
by the use of self-report measures for trait anxiety. Investigating

dynamics of functional connectivity changes or dopamine release
during social stress paradigms with experiential sampling would
shed light on the nature of recruitment of these circuits in an
ecologically relevant way. Further, it will be critical to demon-
strate that our findings can be replicated using higher affinity
radiotracers, though methylphenidate-derived release measures
are not as established with tracers such as fallypride. Such studies
could be especially useful for probing discrete contributions of
hippocampal dopamine in specific aspects of anxiety. Although
methylphenidate-paired [ 11C]raclopride PET was sufficient for
detecting change in BPND in amygdala and rACC ROIs signifi-
cantly exceeding occipital cortex, this was not the case for
hippocampus. Fruitful studies using fallypride could probe rela-
tionships between individual differences in hippocampal dopa-
mine, trait anxiety, and passive avoidance behavior (Gray and
McNaughton, 2000; Bach et al., 2014; O’Neil et al., 2015; Loh et
al., 2017).

Together, these multimodal findings offer insights into rela-
tionships between correlated fMRI activity and neurochemical
signaling relevant to individual differences in affective function
in humans. Beyond contributions to our understanding of the
dopaminergic mechanisms underlying variability in trait anxiety,
this study provides a proof of concept that measures of endoge-
nous neuromodulator release may be paired with intrinsic fMRI
connectivity to inform essential questions in human cognitive
and affective neuroscience. Notably, relationships between dopa-
mine function and resting-state fMRI activity were not revealed
using the standard baseline D2/3 BPND [ 11C]raclopride measure,
suggesting measurement of dopamine release is a particularly
useful tool for investigating functional circuit activity. Such ef-
forts can shed light on the fundamental nature of interactions
between neurochemistry and neural network activity while offer-
ing exciting promise for advancing translational research that
bridges findings in humans and animal models.
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